Show off Your Winning Strategy:
Play a Game with a Colleague

Borrow one of these games from Registration

Blink

Two players race head-to-head to be the first to play all of their cards. Players quickly try to match the shape, count or color on the cards. For instance, a card with four yellow stars could be played on any card with yellow (color), or on a card with stars (shape), or on a card with four symbols (count). Don’t be fooled by the games’ simplicity—your hand and eye coordination will be put to the test. The first player who can rid themselves of all their cards wins.

Farkle Flip

For two or more players. Be the first to score 10,000 points. Flip cards over, hoping to make combinations to help you win using your own hand, or another player’s hand. If you draw a Farkle, you lose your points for that round. Rather learn the rules by video? See https://youtu.be/GWNqc_NvK2I

Cribbage

Can be played by two or three players. Players are each dealt a hand of 6 cards, of which they discard 2 into a special pile called the Crib. One card is then cut from draw pile and turned face up - it is considered part of each player's hand and of the Crib. The players then alternately play a card, scoring points for hitting certain totals, or making sets or sequences. Once all players are out of cards, each player picks up his hand and determines all possible scoring combinations. The dealer then picks up the Crib and scores it for all possible points. Then the cards are shuffled, the deal alternates, and the process is repeated. The winner is the first person to peg 121 or more points.

Standard Deck of Cards